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Most Read

Slither Thames! 'Mudlark' discovers an
enormous SNAKE SKIN on the shore of
London's famous river that may...
Sick of your cat bringing dead mice home?
Smart cat flap uses AI technology to
temporarily lock your kitty...
Want to impress on your Tinder profile?
Include a photo of a small DOG! Men are
seen as less intimidating...
Throwing the boss under the bus! Meta's new
AI chatbot BlenderBot 3 calls Mark
Zuckerberg 'creepy and...
Ditch the ice lollies! Scientists say ice
creams with a hard chocolate coating are
the best to enjoy during...
How BEAVERS are helping fight UK drought:
Dam complexes created by the animals
maintain wetlands that would...
'Deeply disturbing' video appears to show
a Tesla in full self-driving mode repeatedly
running over a...
Yes, yes, yes! How women have three kinds
of orgasm... and they are categorised as a
wave, an avalanche and...
How your personality type may predict
your bedroom performance: Worriers and
pessimists more likely to...
Look up this week! The final supermoon of
the year will rise on Thursday night as our
lunar satellite...
Do spiders sleep? Study suggests
arachnids snooze just like humans - and
may even DREAM
Life after Love Island: Psychologist reveals
the consequences of overnight fame on
reality stars - and why...
Uncovering the history of Pompeii's
middle-class: Archaeologists discover
four new rooms in an ancient house...
Is Netflix's foray into gaming failing? Just 1%
of subscribers have tried the platform's
games, data reveals
From NFT tickets to connected scarves:
What going to a Premier League match
will be like in 20 years - as...
MORE HEADLINES

DON'T MISS
EastEnders star
Michelle Collins is
MARRIED! Cindy Beale
actress, 60, wears white
jumpsuit to tie the knot
with toyboy Mike
Davidson, 38
Vogue Williams turns
heads in a pink bikini as
she joins shirtless
Spencer Matthews and
their adorable children
for a fun-filled family
beach day in Ibiza
Pregnant Chloe
Madeley shows off her
huge baby bump in
casual attire as she
grabs snacks with
husband James Haskell

Ryan Giggs's lawyers
say ex-girlfriend was
bruised from 'rough sex'
after ex-footballer
bought an Agent
Provocateur paddle

Ryan Reynolds reveals
Blake Lively did NOT
react well to him buying
Wrexham FC and says
David Beckham mocked
his lack of football
knowledge
Has life returning to its
normal fast pace left
you and your family
feeling knackered? Find
out how iron
supplements can help
with fatigue and energy
levels
AD FEATURE
Flavio Briatore's ex
Elisabetta Gregoraci
shows off her ripped
abs in a yellow bikini as
she holidays with her
shirtless former lover
on his luxury yacht
Robbie Williams soaks
up the summer sun as
he chills in his back
garden wearing just a
miniscule pair of Calvin
Klein pants

Kylie Jenner is 25! The
billionaire gets well
wishes from her famous
family as she celebrates
her birthday: 'You
are generous beyond
measure!'
You're not alone, so
don't suffer in silence:
How a ground-breaking
new Channel 5
documentary is tackling
the taboos surrounding
women's health
AD FEATURE
As Gwyneth Paltrow
steps out with her nearidentical daughter Apple
in New York, can YOU
name the showbiz
parents of these
lookalikes?
ADVERTISEMENT

'Thighs of thunder
mean normal human
thighs!' Maisie Smith
shows off her incredible
figure in a silver bikini
as she shares
empowering new post
'It's hard to be hated
when you don't know
who you are yet': Millie
Bobby Brown says she
struggled with not
fitting in and loneliness
growing up
First Dates waitress
Laura Tott looks
stunning as she kisses
her mystery husband on
the beach at sunset at
idyllic Devon wedding

Las Vegas Loop provides fast transportation access for trade shows

It's EVERYONE'S
TURF! Here's why the
whole family will love a
day at the races
AD FEATURE

No compatible source was found for this video.
Kim Kardashian, 41, is
'supportive' of ex Pete
Davidson, 28, getting
therapy after their shock
split

Strictly 2022: Retired
England football player
and manager Tony
Adams MBE is the 11th
celebrity to join the
lineup hours after BGT
signer was announced
Abbey Clancy puts on
a very cheeky display in
a string bikini as she
poses for racy snap
during family getaway in
Portugal
Wow
Fans fear Arsenal
legend Tony Adams will
flop on Strictly after
bizarre video reemerges
- and who would want to
partner him after he
broke his teammate's
ARM by dropping him!
Looking to curb your
energy bills? Consumer
expert Dom Littlewood's
surprising tips on how
to cut back!
AD FEATURE

The touching moment
Olivia Newton-John
secretly visited a
critically injured girl in
Perth's Princess
Margaret Hospital after
her mother died
ADVERTISEMENT

Samuel L. Jackson, 73,
rocks fresh sportswear
as he enjoys an al
fresco lunch in
London's Soho with
friends

Carol Vorderman, 61,
flaunts her abs in a
clinging crop top as she
says she's 'loving' her
time at fitness retreat in
Portugal but is
struggling with the heat
'Living well is the best
revenge!' Courtney
Love, 58, shows off her
youthful physique in a
patterned bikini as she
relaxes on holiday in
Italy
'No make-up or filter!'
Rylan Clark unveils his
freckles and natural
skin in a rare fresh
faced selfie

Shawn Mendes says
he is 'just taking it easy'
by spending time with
loved ones and going to
therapy after cancelling
world tour

Strictly's Neil Jones
confirms he has a
'special lady' in his life
after he was seen
getting close to Love
Island's Chyna Mills

After Olivia NewtonJohn admitted she felt
'too old' to play Sandy
in Grease, the other
actors who were
DECADES older in real
life than their characters

EXCLUSIVE Mistletoe
and LOOKING FINE! Sir
Cliff Richard, 81, keeps
his shirt ON for his 2023
calendar after
'gracefully exiting
Chippendales market'

Kobe Bryant's widow
Vanessa gets her day in
court as she seeks
damages against LA
Sheriff's Office after
'horrific' photos of NBA
star's corpse
Inside Olivia NewtonJohn's very public
heartbreak when her
husband ran off with the
couple's 23-year-old
babysitter during
charity ride
ADVERTISEMENT

Tesla confirms building shuttle pods to cut travel time in half

Love Island's Tasha
Ghouri and Andrew Le
Page UNFOLLOW
Jacques O'Neill on
Instagram - after he was
accused of 'mocking
and bullying' the model

No compatible source was found for this video.

Rita Ora's close friend
and hairstylist James
Brown CONFIRMS she
has married Taika Waititi
as he congratulates
couple in sweet snap

Lady Gaga keeps her
cool as she has a teddy
bear thrown at her while
performing live on stage
in Toronto during
Chromatica Ball tour

How to grow longer
eyelashes in WEEKS:
Beauty fans are
'hooked' on this £17
lash and brow serum and you can get it for
24% off
A grand slam
fashionista! As Serena
William retires from
tennis, FEMAIL reveals
her most daring fashion
moments

Kate Greville reveals
she now has a 12-week
old baby after ex Ryan
Giggs told her she
'didn't deserve to be a
parent'

'She defied all the
odds!' Olivia NewtonJohn's close friend Jane
Seymour says the star
'wasn't afraid' of death
before her passing aged
73
Georgia May Jagger
shows off her
washboard abs in a
string bikini as she hits
Ibiza with musician pal
Fox Sinclair
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Neighbours star Matt
Wilson reveals he is
expecting his second
child with wife Jessica

The comments below have not been moderated.
Pregnant Charlotte
Crosby shows off her
bump in mint bikini as
she enjoys a romantic
babymoon in Mauritius
with boyfriend Jake
Ankers

Loading...

View
all
The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views of
MailOnline.

Listen to the
heartbreaking voicemail
Olivia Newton-John's
daughter Chloe Lattanzi
left Richard Wilkins
after her mother's death

We are no longer accepting comments on this article.
Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen shares picture of
her bump during
acupuncture as she
jokes about luring
absent husband John
Legend home with food
'Great diver... not a
historian': Experts blast
Tom Daley's BBC doc
for claims that
'colonialism is to blame
for Commonwealth
homophobia'
Amazon shoppers say
this under-£25 light and
airy dress is 'PERFECT
for hotter days' - and it
will arrive in time for the
heatwave

Ashley Roberts shows
off her toned figure in a
white bikini during
lavish getaway in
Mykonos
Stunning

ADVERTISEMENT

Travis Scott 'sells over
$1MILLION worth of
merchandise during his
gigs at London's O2
Arena and breaks the
previous UK sales
record set by BTS'
'It was a beautiful
moment': Nicola Walker
appears smitten by
Marriage co-star Sean
Bean as she swoons
over applying cream to
his thigh area
The Apple doesn't fall
far from the tree!
Gwyneth Paltrow and
her mini-me daughter
rock matching white
ensembles as they visit
Goop store in NYC
Cardi B leaves little to
the imagination in a
semi-sheer leotard as
she offers a sizzling
behind-the-scenes look
at her new music video
Wow
Bikini-clad Margot
Robbie leaps into the
ocean during a lavish
yacht trip with her
rarely-seen husband
Tom Ackerley and Rami
Malek in Formentera
Canadian guitarist
Gord Lewis, 65, of punk
rock band Teenage
Head is found dead in
his Ontario home after
being 'murdered by his
son, 41
Chris Hemsworth
tucks into Mexican fast
food with his twins sons
Sasha and Tristan,
eight, after Mad Max
prequel Furiosa shuts
down for a week
Sean Bean, 63, is told
to 'wake up' as he is
criticised by West Side
Story's Rachel Zegler
after saying intimacy
coaches 'ruin'
Hollywood sex scenes
Man City star
Benjamin Mendy, 28,
denies one further
count of rape as he
faces trial accused of
sex attacks on seven
women
'Life with a newborn':
Love Island's Jessica
Shears shares candid
breastfeeding video
documenting her
journey with baby son, 2
months
Chloe Lattanzi's
heartbreaking final
promise to her cancerstricken mother Olivia
Newton-John as the
actress dies aged 73

Happy
Mondays suffer double
heartbreak as Bez's dad
dies just hours after
Shaun Ryder's brother
Paul was found dead
EXCLUSIVE

Jamie Foxx sports a
$393 Balenciaga T-shirt
as he steps out with a
mystery blonde once
again for dinner at
Catch

Eva Longoria looks
glamorous as she
leaves Melanie Griffith's
65th birthday party
alongside her husband
Jose Baston in West
Hollywood
Kim Kardashian strips
down to a tiny bikini and
prepares for her 'iconic'
SKIMS supermodel
campaign in season two
trailer for Hulu series
Wow
Robin Thicke, 45,
looks dapper as his
fiancée April Love
Geary, 27, shows off her
legs in a mini-dress to
enjoy a dinner date at
Catch
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS: Olivia
Newton-John's dad was
spy who interrogated
Hitler's deputy. Sadly,
for most of her life, she
struggled to find a man
who'd live up to him
Love Island bombshell
Jazmine Nichol rushed
to hospital for
emergency surgery after
becoming 'really unwell'
with mystery illness

Khloe Kardashian
wows in a curveclinging LBD as she
flashes back to recent
girls' night out... after
welcoming baby boy via
surrogate
Prince Christian of
Denmark, 16, will move
to the country's first coed school that prides
itself on educating the
'whole' person

'What if they hate us?':
Khloe Kardashian
panics over Blac
Chyna's defamation
case in season two
trailer for Hulu series

Britney Spears dons a
crop top and hotpants
for another dance video
after blasting ex Kevin
Federline's claims their
sons are 'embarrassed'
by her
Chris Rock touches
down in Melbourne after
his Australian tour sells
out following THAT slap
from Will Smith

'I rarely post our
friendship as people
don't get it': Lydia
Bright shares clip of her
daughter Loretta, two,
singing sweet duet with
her ex James Argent
Rebel Wilson displays
her slimmed-down
figure in a crop top after revealing Olivia
Newton-John 'tried to
teach me about health
years ago'
Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen shows off her
growing baby bump as
she crashes her
husband John Legend's
live interview

Cat Deeley shimmies
up a storm in a backless
glitzy mini-dress in
behind the scenes clip
from the last episode of
So You Think You Can
Dance
Olivia Newton-John's
daughter Chloe Lattanzi
breaks her silence and
shares touching tribute
to her 'angel on earth'
mother following the
star's death age 73
Nicole Scherzinger
dazzles in a sparkling
gown as she's escorted
by casually dressed Sir
Andrew Lloyd Webber
to dinner at an LA
hotspot
G Flip gushes over
'cute and sexy'
girlfriend Chrishell
Stause as she shares
throwback snap of the
Selling Sunset star
giving them a tattoo
Actress who 'stood
around in a bikini for 10
hours' on Home and
Away and had no
dialogue reveals how
much extras REALLY
earn on Aussie soaps

Mad Max
blockbuster Furiosa
forced to SHUT DOWN
Sydney production for a
week after director
George Miller contracts
Covid
EXCLUSIVE

Former Bond girl Jane
Seymour reveals the
sad extent of her friend
Olivia Newton-John's
deteriorating health in
the superstar's last
days
Lewis Hamilton
reveals he is terrified of
driving on normal roads
with junctions,
pedestrians and other
traffic because it is too
'stressful'
Balance it like
Beckham! Brooklyn
juggles his coffee and
keys as he struggles to
get out of his dad's
£300,000 McLaren in
West Hollywood
Ben Affleck lists his
Pacific Palisades
mansion for $30 million
after buying sevenbedroom estate in
Beverly Hills with
wife Jennifer Lopez
Melanie Griffith is all
legs in a black
minidress and sheer
polkadot tights as she
steps out on her 65th
birthday

Drinks are on Matt!
Hollywood star Damon
grabs a carton of
Bundaberg rum and
cola while on holiday
with his wife Luciana
Barroso in Byron Bay
Bella Hadid rocks a
bomber jacket and grey
skirt to dinner with her
boyfriend Marc Kaman
in New York City

Fans fondly remember
Olivia Newton-John's A
Mom For Christmas - as
the film's child star
shares stories of
Olivia's 'generosity and
kindness' on set
Idris Elba shows off
his biceps in a formfitting black T-shirt as
he greets fans ahead of
his appearance on The
Daily Show in New York
City
Whitney Houston's
brother Gary Houston
performs at the
inaugural gala for the
late singer's foundation
in Atlanta

Anya Taylor-Joy
smokes during a park
stroll in Sydney after
revealing she lived off
cigarettes, Diet Coke
and coffee during
Queen's Gambit filming
Kaia Gerber dresses
down for Malibu grocery
run... after glamming up
for new Celine
commercial

Drake teases his dad
about the arm tattoo he
got of the rapper's face
back in 2017: 'Why you
do me like this?'

Heidi Klum and cojudge Sofia Vergara
bring the glamour in
bold pink dresses as
they hit the red carpet
ahead of the America's
Got Talent Semi-Finals
Lili Reinhart opens up
about producing and
starring in Netflix's
Look Both Ways on The
Tonight Show.

Isaac Powell and
Charlie Carver kiss on
the NYC set of FX's
'Studio 54-themed'
American Horror Story
season 11

I'm waltzing on to
Strictly to find love!
BBC's Helen Skelton
signs up for TV dance
contest in search of
romance after split from
husband
Kris Jenner calls
Melanie Griffith 'the
most amazing friend' as
she wishes the actress
a happy 65th birthday

Ryan Reynolds oozes
confidence in a pink
button-up shirt over a
white tee and khaki
pants ahead of
appearance on Jimmy
Kimmel Live!
Iggy Azalea
announces her
comeback: Aussie
rapper reveals she's
making a return to the
music industry after
quitting last year
Game of Thrones
actress Nathalie
Emmanuel is a breath of
fresh air in a bright
yellow sundress as she
steps out in NYC

Pregnant Heather Rae
Young shares first
'glimpse' of her and
husband Tarek El
Moussa's unborn son
after ultrasound
checkup
Olivia Newton-John's
niece Tottie Goldsmith
looks downcast as she
steps out in Melbourne
after breaking down
over the Grease star's
death in emotional
interview
JANET STREETPORTER: Worn by a
queen and a
transvestite comedian,
why this £32.99 Zara
dress shows anything
really does go in 2022
Cody Simpson's
swimming career gets
another HUGE boost
after winning gold and
silver at the
Commonwealth Games

Eva Longoria to star in
Apple TV+'s new series
Land of Women based
on Sandra Barneda's
bestselling novel of the
same name

Married At First Sight's
Ella Ding debuts a
saucy new look in a
racy topless photo:
'This is going to break
the internet'

Sofia Vergara cuts a
chic figure in a black
camisole and wide-leg
pants as she arrives to a
taping of America's Got
Talent

America's Got Talent:
Simon Cowell predicts
saxophonist Avery
Dixon he will be a
superstar after a
powerful performance in
the Semi-Finals
Olivia Newton-John's
Grease co-star Didi
'Frenchy' Conn reveals
how she'll remember
the actress following
her tragic death: 'She
would put her arms out
and say I honestly love
you and she meant it'
Lili Reinhart highlights
her curves in a fashionforward brown-andyellow dress as she
arrives for her Tonight
Show appearance in
New York City
'You're in my heart,
always': Olivia NewtonJohn's Grease co-star
Didi Conn reveals the
emotional last text
message she received
from beloved actress
Tyra Banks is
slammed as 'mean and
evil' after video of her
branding a SIZE SIX
America's Next Top
Model contestant 'plussize' resurfaces online
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV: Digital gold
rush and why it's even
easier to part a fool and
his money

Love Island's Isabelle
Green is latest reality
star to join OnlyFans
and promises followers
'sexy photoshoots and
lots more'

Amy Poehler and
Aubrey Plaza have a
Parks And Recreation
reunion as they hug at a
screening of Aubrey's
new film Emily The
Criminal in New York
Devastated Cliff
Richard pays tribute to
'soulmate' and close
friend of 50 years Olivia
Newton-John after she
died age 73

'Humble in defeat our
kid, chin up!' Love
Island's Adam Collard
responds to Jacques
O'Neill's savage dig
about his relationship
with Paige Thorne
'She was really skinny
and unwell': Olivia
Newton-John's niece
Tottie Goldsmith breaks
down as she reveals
she said goodbye to the
star over Facetime
Ashley Roberts shows
off her incredible figure
in a skimpy black bikini
while Strictly's Janette
Manrara wows in a
striped two-piece as
they hit the beach
How Olivia NewtonJohn struck up a special
connection with her
missing lover's family
after he vanished at sea
and was then repeatedly
'spotted'
Neve Campbell
doubles down on
decision to exit Scream
franchise due to salary
dispute: 'I couldn't bear
the idea of being
undervalued'
Jade Goody's son
Bobby Brazier, 19, twirls
around with EastEnders
newcomer Ellie Dadd as
they arrive for filming
after he was cast as Mo
Slater's son Freddie
Ringo Starr, 82,
displays his snazzy
sense of style in a
colourful shirt and a
matching bandana while
shopping with his wife
Barbara Bach
Gabrielle Union, 49,
calls herself Stifler's
Mom after Jennifer
Coolidge revealed
playing the iconic 'MILF'
role in American Pie
boosted her sex life
Showing Pete what
he's missing! Kim
Kardashian, 41, looks
slender in new SKIMS
snaps... as Davidson,
28, is 'bummed' over
shock breakup
Love Island's Georgia
Steel shows off her
toned figure in a
summery pink bikini as
she poses for a slew of
sizzling snaps

Jennifer Lopez, 53,
flashes her toned midriff
in a cropped workout
top and form-fitting
leggings as she heads
to a dance class in Los
Angeles
EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
BBC 'broke its own
rules' after Russell T.
Davies's Baftas rant
A viewer successfully
complained the
corporation had breached
its impartiality guidelines.
Lisa Rinna and
daughter Amelia Hamlin
match in black leather
bodysuits and futuristic
shades from the Yeezy
Gap collection

Rosie O'Donnell says
she feels regret over
past mocking of Anne
Heche and calls car
crash involving actress
'horrifying'

Strictly's Nadiya
Bychkova shows off her
chic style in a cream
crop top as she attends
the LEGO flagship store
re-opening in London

Prey has the biggest
debut ever on Hulu ...
according to streaming
service

TV star Adam Hills is
named in Australia's
squad to play in the
Rugby League World
Cup after becoming a
pioneer for physically
disabled footballers
Gloria Hunniford, 82,
reveals she still has
nightmares after a
'horrific' fall left her with
a broken bone under
her eye and a serious
leg injury
'The backlash was
hard to deal with': Love
Island's Faye Winter
reveals she's still in
therapy a year after
appearing on the dating
show

Melissa
Gorga did NOT cheat on
Joe Gorga with Nick
Barrotta... as source
reveals he's 'shocked
someone would attempt
to destroy two families'
EXCLUSIVE

Bethenny Frankel says
Kim Kardashian's
skincare line is
'impractical at best' and
compares packaging to
Rubik's Cube in brutally
honest review
Lauren Goodger is
'unrecognisable' after a
'fractured eye socket'
during 'attack' on day of
her baby's funeral as
her boyfriend Charles
Drury is arrested
Katy Perry and Kristin
Cavallari pose up in
flirty dresses as they
lead stars at Magic
fashion trade show in
Las Vegas

'I don't really get
involved in all that s***':
Tom Grennan reveals he
shuns wild nights out to
stay in with his friends
Candid interview

Gary Neville is
dragged into Ryan
Giggs' court case as
messages and emails
are read to the jury

Delta Goodrem holds
back tears as she
reveals how 'kindred
spirit' Olivia NewtonJohn convinced the
young singer to play her
in Grease TV series
Olympian Tom Daley
praised for his BBC
documentary Illegal to
Be Me exploring the
persecution of gay
athletes in the 'most
homophobic countries'
'I love you beyond
belief': Jess Wright
shares sweet Instagram
video to commemorate
12 weeks of her son
Presley with unseen
clips of his birth
Supermodel Miranda
Kerr, 39, reveals the
unusual way she copes
with jet lag and
'rebalances' herself
after a long flight

HBO Max's Green
Lantern series and
Black Canary spin-off
movie are still in
development... though
Strange Adventures
series has been
scrapped
Conor McGregor
celebrates his fiancée
Dee Devlin's birthday
with a lavish cake and
dinner in the mountains
as the couple share a
kiss in sweet snaps
FIRST LOOK:
England's Euro 2022
star Lauren Hemp set to
make a cameo in
Hollyoaks as she
coaches Kathleen-Angel
McQueen's team
Candice Brown cuts a
chic figure in a coral
pink playsuit as she
cosies up to boyfriend
Nicky Mercer at the
LEGO flagship store reopening
Bella Hadid shows off
her taut tummy and long
legs in a black sports
bra and shorts after
hitting the gym in NY

Olivia Newton-John's
shattered fans place
flowers on her
Hollywood Walk of
Fame star following her
tragic death aged 73

Jessamy Stoddart is
pregnant! Hollyoaks
star reveals she's
expecting her first child
with husband Ryan after
difficult journey to
becoming parents
Love Island's Deji
Adeniyi and Lacey
Edwards 'SPLIT amid
rumours he slept with
fellow islander Coco
Lodge'

Ryan Giggs' exgirlfriend claims in court
he 'headbutted her, had
eight affairs, said he
wanted to start a family
and wanted sex all the
time '
Cobra Kai brings back
The Karate Kid Part III
'bad boy' Mike Barnes
for season five of the
Netflix hit show

Play ball! Jennifer
Hudson throws out the
first pitch at baseball
game between the
Kansas City Royals and
Chicago White Sox in
Missouri
Cardi B highlights
VERY tiny waist in a
skintight crop top and
ripped jeans in sizzling
Instagram snaps
She i known for her
stunning figure
Joe Exotic is working
with 90 Day Fiancé star
Jesse Meester to secure
a presidential pardon
from Joe Biden

Wendy Williams, 58,
sparks concern as she
steps out appearing
disorientated and
showing trim frame in
NYC

Ellen DeGeneres is
seen for first time since
her ex Anne Heche's
near-fatal 90mph crash
in LA and says they are
no longer in contact

Aubrey Plaza stuns in
a smocked bra top with
matching skirt as she
heads to a panel
discussion for her
movie Emily The
Criminal in NYC
The shame of
admitting to my
daughter that I'd lied
about my age: Now as
she's about to go on
Strictly - KAYE ADAMS
says it's healthier to
embrace growing older
Love Island's Faye
Winter hits back at
racist trolls who say
they hope she and beau
Teddy Soares can't have
children

Madonna shows off
the gushing note she
received from Beyonce
following Break My Soul
collaboration: 'Thank
you queen'

Heidi Klum, 49, looks
radiant as she flashes
her toned legs in a short
white dress while
arriving to a taping of
America's Got Talent

All that's missing is a
motorcycle! Selling
Sunset star Christine
Quinn wears a bikerinspired leather look as
she picks up frozen
yogurt in LA
Putin's biggest fan
Steven Seagal is
pictured at a Russian
prison camp in Ukraine
days after explosion
killed at least 50,

Caitlyn Jenner slams
transgender swimmer
and Olympic hopeful Lia
Thomas saying she has
'a tremendous
advantage over the
girls'
.
Addison Rae's mother
Sheri Easterling reacts
to being unfollowed by
her daughter on
Instagram... after Monty
Lopez's alleged affair:
'Heart wrenching'
Demi Moore, 59, posts
new image where she's
the picture of health in a
swimsuit... after exhusband Ashton
Kutcher, 44, reveals
autoimmune disorder
My Kitchen Rules
couple Steven and
Frena left devastated as
'heartbroken' Nigella
Lawson slams their
Malaysian corn pudding
with a twist
Ryan Giggs 'messaged
Kate Greville saying
"rude" if she didn't reply
to him in 10 minutes
when she was out with
friends' - and 'sent
"blackmail" email with
sexual video attached'
'I now start my own
battle': Ex-EastEnders
star Samantha Womack
reveals she has breast
cancer as she pays
tribute to the late Olivia
Newton-John
The Pogues' bass
player Darryl Hunt dies
age 72 as band pays
tribute with lyrics from
hit song 'Love You 'Till
The End'

Chris Brown roasts the
eccentric outfit Donald
Glover wore to
Beyonce's star-studded
album release party

Louise Thompson
admits she 'can't hide
the tears' and has 'cried
to every person who set
foot in her house' as
she continues to
struggle with PTSD
Sam Faiers snuggles
up to partner Paul and
their kids while
Jacqueline Jossa poses
with Dan Osborne and
their daughters as they
lead the stars at LEGO
event
It's over! Home And
Away star Kassandra
Clementi SPLITS from
fiancée Jacqueline
Toboni as she debuts
new romance with a
man
A royal RSVP! Kate
Middleton sends sweet
letter to a six-year-old
girl who wrote to Prince
George inviting him to
her birthday party

Harry and Meghan are
warned that a mountain
LION is prowling close
to their $14m Montecito
mansion after drought
drove it into the wealthy
enclave
Paris Hilton and
husband Carter Reum
hold hands on a
romantic stroll on
during a summer
getaway to Italy

'He looked me straight
in the eyes and
headbutted me': Ryan
Giggs' ex-girlfriend
weeps over 'attack', and
claims he had affairs
with eight women
A poor knock-off!
Elton John-scored
'Devil Wears Prada, the
Musical' is eviscerated
by critics who call it a
'haute mess', 'un-fun'
and 'sluggish'
The Pogues' frontman
Shane MacGowan pays
tribute to his late
bandmate Darryl Hunt
after he sadly died aged
72

'I look like a swollen
beach whale!' Kerry
Katona poses in a
peach bikini as she
reflects on 'weight gain'
after indulging in junk
food and cocktails
Kimberley Walsh looks
effortlessly chic in a
white summer dress as
she poses for a sweet
snap with her kids at the
LEGO flagship store reopening
Serena Williams
sounds jealous as she
reveals regret over not
beating Aussie Margaret
Court's grand slam
record

Insecure star Denise
Dowse is in a coma and
'fighting for her life'
after battling with a
'virulent form of
meningitis'

Big Brother's Charley
Uchea unveils dramatic
transformation as she
flaunts her hourglass
figure in a tight pink
minidress
Transformed
Kate Greville claims
Ryan Giggs called her
by his ex-wife's name as
'ultimate insult' because
he 'knew it would upset'
her - and says she faced
'massive issues' with
Stacey Giggs
Holliday Grainger is
the picture of
sophistication in star
print dress as she
attends photocall for
second series of The
Capture
Morgan Wallen
shotguns beers with
'favorite' rapper Jeezy
on stage at his concert
in Atlanta... after he was
condemned for using
the N-word
Rachel Riley shows off
her summer style in a
floral patterned
jumpsuit as she leaves
the Countdown studios

Desert style! Tom
Ford's former New
Mexico River Ranch
with four bedrooms and
set on 1,000 acres hits
the market for $9m

Rita Ora's mother
Vera, 58, shows off her
figure in an orange
swimsuit as she soaks
up the sun on holiday days after singer
daughter marries
director Taika Waititi
Lioness Alessia Russo
spotted enjoying
modest Summer break
on cheap and cheerful
Italian beach with family
and a friend

'What I wore in Hvar':
Vicky Pattison
showcases her
incredible figure in array
of swimsuits and maxi
dresses as she holidays
in Croatia
Jennette McCurdy
reveals she was
'jealous' of Ariana
Grande after she had to
turn down movies while
the pop star was 'off
whistle-toning at the
Billboard Awards'
SARAH VINE: Toxic
masculinity, slutshaming, lack of
diversity... Today they
would cancel Grease at
the first focus group.
That's why it's so great
Erika Jayne goes
makeup-free taking dog
to posh pet groomers in
LA amid financial woes
after she is served with
$50M racketeering
lawsuit
Lance Armstrong ties
the knot with girlfriend
Anna Hansen in France
as he shares snaps
from their romantic
nuptials: 'Married the
love of my life'
Demi Rose flaunts her
eye-popping curves in a
TINY black string bikini
while posing in a pool
before turning up the
heat in busty coral
swimwear
Beaming Julia
Bradbury, 52, dons a
yellow bikini while
soaking up the sun in
Greece after
reconstruction surgery

'He's the godparent':
Mindy Kaling says
rumors that ex BJ
Novak fathered her two
children 'don't bother'
her... as she shows off
weight loss in nude
dress
Emmy Awards 2022:
Saturday Night Live vet
Kenan Thompson has
been named as host of
the show as he adds he
'can't wait'

'I had to climb the
tower in pouring rain to
marry my Prince
Charming': Kelly Brook
details her Italian
wedding to Jeremy
Parisi
Emma Raducanu is
beaten AGAIN as she
loses in straight sets to
world No 29 Camila
Giorgi in the first round
of the Canadian Open

Ashton Kutcher
confirms he is 'all good'
and has 'fully
recovered'... after
revealing he is 'lucky to
be alive' following rare
disorder

Michelle
Keegan joins husband
Mark Wright for a lowkey stroll in Sydney after reuniting following
eight weeks apart
EXCLUSIVE

Princess Mary and
Prince Frederik of
Denmark reveal they
have chosen new
schools for their
children after removing
eldest son Christian, 16,
from his schoo
Kate Hudson brings
back Nineties fashion
with a business blazer
over a white T-shirt with
high-waisted jeans as
she grabs a green
smoothie in NYC
Victoria Beckham puts
on a VERY leggy display
in a figure-hugging
green mini dress from
her VB body range as
she poses in sizzling
video
First Dates waitress
Laura Tott is married!
TV star chugs a pint of
beer in a plunging
wedding dress while
tying the knot in an
idyllic Devon ceremony
Olivia Newton-John
shared final
heartbreaking photo
with husband John
Easterling just three
days before she passed
from cancer aged 73

Love
Island's Gemma Owen
looks chic in a nude
crop top as she arrives
in Manchester 'to
discuss £1million
fashion deal' without
Luca Bish
EXCLUSIVE

Ryan Giggs's girlfriend
found out he was
having affairs with eight
women when she
looked on his iPad and
found messages

Love Island's Ekin-Su
risks another wardrobe
malfunction in a
seriously low-cut
orange dress as she
kisses Davide in his
hometown
Khloe Kardashian is
'over the moon' after
welcoming second child
with serial cheater ex
Tristan Thompson... as
newborn son will be
with her 'full time'
Idris Elba, 49, looks
dapper in blue-grey suit
as he poses alongside
his daughter Isan, 20, at
Beast premiere in NYC

EXCLUSIVE Ivanka
Trump and Jared
Kushner are all smiles
as they enjoy dinner at
Minnesota restaurant
after traveling to Mayo
Clinic

Pregnant Made in
Chelsea star Maeva
D'Ascanio exhibits her
blossoming baby bump
in lacy purple lingerie

Eva Longoria seems to
be trying to start a new
trend as she wears
shorts to a fancy venue
for the second time this
week

Nicole Scherzinger
flaunts her ample assets
in a sports bra as she
takes part in gruelling
work out in a pair of
colourful leggings at her
gym
Mindy Kaling looks
slender in a floral print
dress as she shares her
daughter, four, and son,
one, are FINALLY
bonding: 'Now he is
really useful to her'
As Serena Williams
calls game, set, and
match on her career
with an 'unhappy'
retirement, a look back
at her brutal climb to the
top

Suzanne
Somers on Olivia
Newton-John's death
and how the 1970s
blonde bombshells
bonded over cancer
EXCLUSIVE

Netflix releases
steamy new trailer for
third 365 Days film
following controversy
over first two
instalments

Love Island's Summer
Botwe says she has
'better things to worry
about' than Coco Lodge
after hearing she made
'shady' comments about
her
'Most beautiful girl in
the world' Thylane
Blondeau, 20, puts on a
VERY leggy display in a
skimpy white leotard
during Portugal getaway

Serena Williams
announces retirement
from tennis in Vogue
spread as she prepares
to quit after the US
Open and try for
another child at 40
First Dates' Fred
Sirieix shows off his
ripped physique for a
shirtless workout - after
daughter Andrea's
Commonwealth Games
medal success
'Mental health is
serious': Love Island's
Remi Lambert reveals
his mother took her own
life as he doubles down
on claims Jacques and
Luca 'bullied' him
Love Island's Arabella
Chi shows off her
sizzling physique in a
pink patterned bikini as
she poses up a storm in
sexy new snaps

Introducing the Oscarwinning director who
stole Rita Ora's heart:
New Zealand-born
filmmaker and actor
Taika Waititi who has
married the singer
Alice Evans reacts to
being told she was
'stunning in her 20s'...
after posting about
being 'fat and horrible'
compared to her ex's
new girlfriend
Jane Lynch is also
leaving Funny Girl on
Broadway ahead of
schedule... after Beanie
Feldstein quit show
early in wake of being
replaced by Lea Michele
Olivia Newton-John
tops the iTunes chart
with SEVEN singles in
the Top 10

Laura Anderson
beams AT Celebs Go
Dating filming after
announcing split from
Dane Bowers just FOUR
DAYS ago - as Sinitta
arrives in glam look
Olivia Newton-John
sold off her Australian
villa for $4.6M and listed
her California ranch for
$5.4M following her
stage 4 breast cancer
diagnosis in 2019
Gladiators' 'Lightning'
gives fans a blast from
the past as she tries on
outfits from show 30
YEARS later - and they
still fit!

Stars react to Serena
Williams' retirement:
Kim Kardashian and
Gabrielle Union call
tennis star the 'greatest
of all time' as they lead
celebrity tributes
Kim Kardashian wears
metallic latex crop top
to promote Beats By
Dre campaign - as she
gets back to business
after shock split from
Pete Davidson
Huw Edwards, Nick
Robinson and Clive
Myrie were among BBC
stars who earned more
than £10,000 over three
months by
'moonlighting'
Rod Stewart keeps
cool in all-white
ensemble - with green
Versace bag - as he fans
himself on day out with
children Kimberly and
Sean in Capri
Jennifer Metcalfe
looks effortlessly cool
in a tie-front crop top
and skin-tight leggings
as she runs errands in
sunny Cheshire
Out and about
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TOP DISCOUNTS OF THE WEEK
Argos - Argos
necessities
Discover deals on home
essentials and electricals

AO.com - AO Deals
Apply AO.com voucher
codes to save on home
appliances

B&Q - B&Q discounts
Check out the latest B&Q
clearance for great offers

eBay - eBay sales
Save your pennies with
eBay's deals

Very - Very deals
Keep yourselves
entertained with these
electrical offers

Samsung - Samsung
promos
Find all the best Samsung
deals on electronics
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